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Joseph N. Nicollets
Account of the Sioux
and Assiniboin in 1839
RAYMOND J. DE MALLIE, JR.*

Joseph Nicholas Nicollet (1786-1843), an exceptionally able
and energetic French scientist and geographer, immigrated to
the United States in 1832.' The stock market crash following the
Revolution of 1830 had ruined him financially, and he looked
forward to a new career in America. At the age of forty-six he
formulated an ambitious plan to study the geography of the
United States west of the Mississippi and to prepare maps of the
still little-known regions. For Nicollet, geography was a broad
area of study embracing not only physical geography and
geology, but also the study of flora and fauna and of the human
use of the land. This led him to include in his plans a discussion
of the languages and lifeways of the Indians of the Upper
Mississippi drainage.
Editor's Note: South Dakota History regrets that it was necessary to delete ail accent
marks. Nicollet used acute and grave accents on e, as well as a dash above r to
indicate the voiced gutteral fricative usually represented in modern orthographies
with a dotted Í.
*1 gratefully acknowledge the support of a small grant from the Phillips Fund of
the American Philosophical Society that made the preparation of this article possible.
1. Biographical data are taken from Martha Coleman Bray's excellent introduction to The Journals of Joseph N. Nicollet (St. Paul: Minnesota Historical Society,
1970), pp. 1-30, and from J.N. Nicollet. Report Intended to Illustrate a Map of the
Hydrographicol Basin of the Upper Mississippi River, S. Exec. Doc. 237, 26th Cong.,
2nd sess.. 1843; also printed as H. Exec. Doc. 52, 28th Cong., 2nd sess., 1845
(hereattcr cited as NicoUet. Report, 1843).
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Nicollet's preliminary scientific excursions in the United
States, beginning in December 1832, took him through the
southern states. In August 1835 he embarked on the American
Fur Company steamboat at Saint Louis to ascend the Missouri,
but early in the voyage he contracted malaria and was forced to
return. He spent the winter recuperating and studying the
lústory of the French in the Saint Louis area.^
In June 1836 Nicollet traveled up the Mississippi to Fort
Sneiling, where, as a distinguished French savant, he was
cordially welcomed by United States Indian Agent Lawrence
Taliaferro and by Henry H. Sibley, the chief representative in
the area for the American Fur Company. Nicollet lodged with
Taliaferro and his family near the Indian agency, which
provided him the privacy and leisure to begin his astronomical
observations and put him in close contact with the Indians. In
July, encouraged and supported by both Taliaferro and Sibley,
Nicollet set off on an expedition to map the upper reaches of
the Mississippi and, particularly, to investigate its source. This
trip brought him into close contact with the Chippewa living in
the area.
The Frenchman returned to Fort Sneiling late in September
1836 and spent the winter working on his map and studying the
Chippewa and Sioux in the vicinity of the agency. He remained
there until the following August when he took the opportunity
to join a party traveling up the Saint Croix River. This trip
proved to be a very arduous one, and immediately upon his
return to Fort Sneiling in October 1837, he set off for Saint
Louis and eventually arrived in Washington, D.C. There he
presented his map to the secretary of war. The map was
impressive; the United States government paid Nicollet for his
efforts and on 17 April 1838 authorized him to lead a Bureau
of Topographical Engineers expedition to continue explorations
in the Upper Mississippi. By summer 1838 Nicollet was back at
Fort Sneiling with young Lieutenant John C. Fremont as his
assistant. The rest of the year was spent exploring the
headwaters of the Minnesota and the Des Moines rivers.
In 1839 Nicollet set as his objective the coteau des prairies
2. fiicoUet, Report, 1843, pp. 73-92.
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and the coteau du Missouri, those elevated plains separating the
Upper Mississippi from the Missouri. The French names,
Nicollet reported, were suggested by the appearance of the
coteau as seen from the Minnesota or James rivers, "'looming as
it were a distant shore."^ The expedition left Saint Louis on 4
April and traveled by the American Fur Company boat to Fort
Pierre, then the head of steamboat navigation on the Missouri.
They arrived 12 June and remained only long enough to arrange
for additional men to join their expedition and to obtain
supplies and horses. They left Fort Pierre on 1 July with a total
of nineteen men, including William Dixon and Louison Freniere
(son of Baptiste Dorian) as guides and interpreters. They
crossed the coteaux, meeting some Yanktons on the way, and
traveled along the James and Sheyenne rivers to Devil's Lake, an
area previously unmapped. Then they returned to Lac qui parle
and eventually to Fort Snelling.
Early in 1840 Nicollet returned to Washington, D.C, and
spent the remaining three and one-half years of his life working
on the map and report of his explorations. He was widely
respected and enjoyed an excellent reputation, but his health
was failing. He died on 17 July 1843. His map was finished, as
well as a draft of his report, written in French. The translation
into English was returned to him shortly before his death for
reorganization and editing, but he was unable to work on it.
The unrevised manuscript was printed by the government in
1843. Disorganized and incomplete, it is nonetheless an
extremely readable and informative account of his travels. In
1858, writing an introduction to the completed volume of maps
prepared by the Pacific Railroad Surveys, Gouverneur K.
Warren called Nicollet's map "one of the greatest contributions
ever made to American geography." '^ But Nicollet's notes on
the Chippewa and Sioux, as well as most of his journals,
remained unpublished.
Most of Nicoilet's manuscripts were placed in the possession
of the Corps of Engineers. The maps were eventually transferred

3. Ibid., p. 9.
4. Lieutenant Gouveneur K. Wairen, Memoir to Accompany the Map of the
Territory of the United States from the Mississippi River to the Pacific Ocean..., S.
Exec. Doc. 78, 33rd Cong., 2nd ses.s., 1 859, 11, p. 42.
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to the National Archives, and the remainder of the material to
the Library of Congress. Some of his manuscripts on the
Chippewa were evidently given to Henry R. Schoolcraft for use
in the preparation of his six-volume Historical and Statistical
Information Respecting. . .the Indian Tribes of the United
States (Philadelphia, 1851-1857). This material is now in the
Schoolcraft papers in the Library of Congress.^ The linguistic
material on the Sioux, including vocabularies and grammatical
notes, Nicollet had sent to the American Philosophical Society
in 1840, but he later asked for their return so that he could
revise them. After his death these manuscripts were eventually
transferred to Albert Gallatin, who was then the foremost
student of North American Indian languages. Today they form
part of the Gallatin collection in the New York Historical
Society.
A small portion of Nicollet's manuscript material went to
the American Ethnological Society of New York and passed
from there to the Department of Anthropology of the
American Museum of Natural History. As far as is known, it is
the only substantive data collected by Nicollet on the Sioux
west of the Missouri, and the only document known to have
been written by him during his stay at Fort Pierre. The rest of
the material in the American Museum consists of miscellaneous
geographical notes, observations on various Indian tribes, and a
journal of a trip up the Minnesota River in 1838. ^
Nicollet's account provides the best listing at this early date
of band names and territories, as well as names of chiefs, for the
western Sioux and the Assiniboin.'' Especially interesting is new
5. lirdy. Journals, pp. ix-x. Bray prints NicoUet's journals foi 1836 and 1837, and
the main body of notes on the Chippewa.
6. 1 am in the process of preparing these notes on the Eastern Dakota for
pubtication at a later date.
7. Compare the band lists of Lewis and Qark in Reutïen Gold Thwaites, ed..
Original Journals of the Lewis and Clark Expedition, 1804-1806, 7 vols. (New York:
Dodd, Mead and Company, 1905), 6:99; Tabeau's lists in Annie Heloise Abel, ed.,
Tabeau's Narrative of LoiseI's Expedition to the Upper Missouri {"Noiman: University
of Oklahoma Press, 1939), pp. 1024; Denig's Assiniboin Ust in J.N.B. Hewitt, ed.,
Indian Tribes of the Upper Missouri. SnUthsonian Institution, Bureau of American
Ethnology Annual Report no 46 (Washington, D.C, 1930), pp. 430-31; Denig's
accouni of the Sioux in John C. Eweis, ed.. Five Indian Tribes of the Upper Missouri
(Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1961), pp. 14-40; and the Usts in James
Owen Dorsey, Siouan Sociology: A Posthumous Paper, Smithsonian Institution,
Bureau of [American| Ethnology Annual Report no. 15 (Washington, D.C, 1897),
pp. 215-23.
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material on the etymology of various tribal names (including
Wichiyena, Saone. and Hohe), as well as the original name of
the Brûles, "Middle Village." This latter term is particularly
meaningful when it is recalled that the name of the Yanktons
means "End Village." This may suggest that the Yanktons
preceded the Tetons into the area of eastern South Dakota. ^
Also suggestive is the dichotomy of the Tetons into the
Sichangu (Brule), the "Blackened People," and Saone. the
"Whitened People." From this it is possible to hypothesize that
the Brules and Saones were the original Teton groups, representing the first division of the Teton; from there the Brules
seem to have subdivided into Brules and Oglalas, while the
Saones subdivided into the other five Teton tribes-Miniconjou,
Hunkpapa, Sans Arcs, Two Kettles, and Blackfeet-thus losing
the original name in the later subdivision. In other manuscripts
Nicollet notes that one of the Yanktonai bands was also called
Saone (in the Yankton dialect, Sanoda),'^ suggesting some kind
of relationship between the two groups. Perhaps the Yanktonai
was the parent group of the Teton as well as of the Assiniboin,
or perhaps a group of the Saone Tetons remained behind on the
east side of the Missouri and joined the Yanktonai. In any case,
the Nicollet manuscripts furnish ample material, when compared with other sources already available in print (particularly
French ones), to restudy early Dakotan history and
migrations.'''
NicoUet's Fort Pierre manuscript also describes some interesting aspects of Dakota culture. He notes the serious and
difficult position in which Dakota men were placed when they
served as akichita (guards or soldiers) for whites. Most frequently, a chief assigned various men to act ^s akichita to keep order
during the trade between Indians and v^hites. He also describes
8. Compare historical evidence for the same point in James H. Howard, "Notes
on the Ethnogeography of the Yankton Dakota," Plains Anthropologist 17. no. 58,
pt. 1 (Nov. 1972): 283.
9. Also noted by Lewis and Oark in Thwaites, ed.. Original Journals, 6:99, and
by Tabeau in Abel, ed., Tabeau's Narrative, p. 103.
10. The best accounts to date are George E. Hyde, Red Cloud's Folk: A History
of the Oglala Sioux Indians (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press. 1937), pp. 3-42.
and Harry H. Anderson, "An Investigation of the Early Bands of the Saone Group of
Teton Sioux." Journal of the Washington Academy of Sciences 46. no. 3 (Mar.
1956):87-94.
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the swearing of oaths among the Dakotas, which indicates,
among other things, that there was evidently some cultural
importance placed on chastity for young men as well as women.
Moreover, Nicollet's account is probably the first to
describe the hunka ceremony, the very important honoring and
adopting ceremony of the Dakota. This can be compared with
the later accounts of Densmore " and Black Elk.'^ Nicoliet's
notes on the Sioux of 1839, then, are an important source, a
real contribution to the history and ethnography of the Sioux
and the Assiniboin.
Like virtually all of Nicollet's material, this document was
written in French, on both sides of three sheets of foolscap
paper (one folded sheet with another sheet inserted; six pages,
12 5/8" X 8"). It is written in ink in a small, cramped but
legible hand. The translation as presented here is a literal one.
Punctuation, capitalization, and paragraphing have been
supplied, but syntax has not been altered except when essential.
Editorial additions are enclosed in brackets; French words and
phrases are given in parentheses when needed for clarity. All
non-English words have been italicized, and literal translations
of Indian words are indicated by quotation marks.
It should be kept in mind that these notes were intended for
Nicollet's own use; they do not form a polished manuscript
intended for publication. The manuscript is being printed as
written because it is an important and historic document.
Nicollet's spellings of Dakota words have not been changed. He
had a good ear and his transcriptions of Indian words are
systematic and precise, and can easily be converted to modem
orthographies.
i
U. Frances Densmore, Teton Sioux Music, Smithsonian Institution, Bureau of
American Ethnology Bulletin no. 61 (Washington, D.C, 1918), pp. 68-77.
12. Joseph Epes Brown, recorder and e i . The SacredFipe: Black Elk's Account
of the Seven Rites of the O^ala Sioux {Norman: University of Oklahoma Press,
1953), pp. 101-15.
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Division of the Titons Nation.
Fort Pierre. 30 June
Formerly all of the tribes of the Sioux were east of the
Missouri. Their invasion route was from north-east to southwest, starting from tbe northern lakes east of tbe Mississippi. It
seems that the Seven Nations of today arrived at different
times, in three different groups.
The Titons arrived first, and pressed by the arrival of the
others after having been long established at Lake 77 tanka
[Tetonkaha] on Big Sioux River {La Riviere des Sioux), they
crossed the Missouri.
Tbe Yanktons, forming two principal bands, were the next
to arrive, under the name Wichiyenan, "our people, those who
are ours."^"* Having established themselves at the two most
distant extremes from the other tribes they were given the name
Ihanktonwan, "the end village," the southern Yanktons of
today, being south of the Missouri, ion the Niobrara {L'eau qui
court). White River, etc., but they were formerly on the Des
Moines River and the southern Iowa. They associated with the
Sacs and Foxes, the Iowas, the Otos, land] the Omahas, and
were at peace [with them]. Thence [came] the right of the
Yanktons to sell the strip of land which they ceded to the
United States.'^ This emigration took place about the time of
Lewis and Clark, at the suggestion of t Regis] Loisel who invited
them to come hunt for him and to establish themselves in the
area of his trading
13. Printed with the permission of the American Museum of Natural History.
Note that NicoUet uses the French (and English) -s to indicate the plurals of Indian
words. I have let this stand. In the Dakota language plurality is usually expressed only
in the verb, not in the noun.
14. The Teton interpretation of this name Wichiyela (in the Teton dialect) "is
said to refer to the 'childish' or simple, direct manner of speech employed by the
Middle Dakota [Yankton]" (James H. Howard in Gertrude E. Dole and Robert L.
Carneiio, eds.. Essays in the Science of Culture in Honor of Leslie A. White ¡New
York: Thomas Y. Croweil Company, 1960), p. 257). Nicollet's interpretation would
seem to be a more historically correct etymology.
15. Treaty of Prairie du Chien, 1830, by which the Yanktons ceded their lands
along the Des Moines River.
16. Fort aux Cèdres on a iaige island in the Missouri above the Great Bend and
below the mouth of the Little Missouri (Bad River) (Abel, ed.. Tabeau's Narrative D
27).
' *''
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The Ihanktonwannan, the other band, less numerous, hence
-nan, but today more numerous, went to the Red Stone,'"' to
Big Stone Lake, Lake Travers, and up to the Sheyenne River on
the Red River [of the North]. The first were the Ihanktonwans
of the south, and the second, those of the north.
The third emigration or band comprises the Mde
Wakantonwans, the Warpetonwans, the Warpekutes. and the
Sissitonwans, under the general name of Issan-ati-the village on
the cutting stone. It is from /ssa«-cutting stone, out of which
they make issan-knives. The Mde wakantonwans seem to have
been the principal band of the issan-ati. They were to the east
of the Mississippi on the lake of the same name [Mille Lacs].
The Warpetonwanan were to the north of the Minnesota River
{Riviere St. Pierre) and went to far up as Sandy Lake and Leech
Lake. The Warpekutes were to the south of the Minnesota
River, from the Cannon River up to the sources of the Red
Cedar River. Finally, the Sissitonwans were on the Blue Earth
River, land] the Cottonwood River [,] as far as the Big Stone
[Lake], and the Big Swan Lake Mara tanka otta ["many
swans"].

The Titons-one should say, like them, Tintonwanyan.
"the people who have for a long time made villages on the big
prairies"; from tinta, "prairie," otonwe, "village," yan, indicating "antiquity." They were, therefore, formerly to the north
of the Missouri, bordering the river from the Big Sioux River
and Lake Titanka to below the Mandans. Then they were only
one nation, the Tintonwans, abbreviated from Tintonwanyans;
then, as today, very numerous, fearing no neighboring nation,
and carrying [their ownl law everywhere.
Today they are divided into three grand tribes.
The Saonis, or "the Whitish People," whose robes are
always well whitened with white earth; 5fl, "whitish," oni, "to
rub," iwaon, "I rub," iyaon, "thou rubbest."
The Oglalas, or "the people who threw ashes in their own
eyes." The word signifies to throw something one's self at or in,
without indicating what, but tradition says it was ashes thai
two young people threw in each other's eyes during a quarrel.

17. Evidently the pipestone quarry.
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The word is pronounced by the other nations of Sioux
Ok'udada. "he throws at someone." Awak'udada, "I throw
something at."
The Sichanrus, or "the burned thighs," whom the whites
simply call the Brules, after a prairie fire that one night surprised their village on the river Tawicharu wakpadan I "river (or
stream) where the people were bumed"], which falls into the
Big Sioux River near to Dixon's (Chez Dixon).^^ Their name
before this accident was a family name taken by the band,
Chokatonwanyan, "the people of the middle village."
These three grand tribes are divided in the following
manner:
I. The Saonis are subdivided into five bands.
1. Minikanye oju, or Minikanoju, "those who make gardens
{font Desert) near the water." 180 lodges. The Cheyenne
IRiverl and the Black Hills. The chiefs are: Maraska, "the White
Swan," great orator. Oranduta, "the Red Fish," duta, "clear
red." P'tesan onka, "the Noble White Cow," onka, word
corresponding to "noble," I that] which is of an elevated
character and rank, noble, very respected among the others, and
toward whom no one dares to be disrespectful. This word is
used among the Sioux for children who take part in the calumet
dance ceremony of which I speak elsewhere tbelow]. It is not
used to designate a grand chief, a prince, whom they always
designate by the word wichashta yatapi, "chief, the man they
name, the reknowned man." But the Assiniboins who Uve with
the English say Wichashta onka, "the noble man, my lord,"
Wain'uahiza wichashta, "the Com Man." Kanrichiganan, "the
Little Crow"\chiganan, "little," chistina, "the Uttlest."
2. Wanonwakteninan, "1 killed by mistake, without wishing
it." 80 lodges. The Belle Fourche of the Cheyenne, Bear Butte.
Chantewaniche, "He who has no heart, without heart," and
who is nonetheless a good chief. Mato topapa, "the Four White
Bears tgrizzly bears]." He took this name from the famous
chief of the same name among the Mandans, who died from
smallpox two years ago.
18. Apparently a small stream falling into the east side of the Big Sioux River
between Clierah River and Rock River. It is not shown on Nicoliet's 1843 map.
William Dixon's trading post was on the Missouri three miles north of Dixon's Bluff
(shown on the Nicoilet map), just downstream from the mouth of the Vermiiiion
X, Report, 1843, p. 35).
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3. Itazichonan. "those who have no bows, the Sans Arcs"
The name came from a quarrel among the Saonis where some
whipped the others, not having their bows {ou ils fouierent [?]
les uns sur les autres n'ayant pas leurs arcs). 110 lodges. On
Cherry Creek (Riviere aux cerises) and the Moreau, the one
emptying into the Cheyenne, the other into the Missouri.
Kanriwiyaka. "the Crow Feather." (Wiyaka, "feather"; w/yûA:^^
"sand"). Erakapha. "the Elk Head."
4. The Sia-sappa. "the Blackfeet." 100 lodges. On Grand
River. Chiefs: died of smallpox (piecote).^^ Now, Chuwirandorecha, "the Empty Chest." Chuwi. "the flat ribs";
randorecha, "empty, hollow." Chest is taken here for the region
of the abdomen, between the ribs, or the stomach and the belly.
5. Onkpapa, Onkp'ha. "the end or head of the circle,"
because the lodges form the camp in a circle. Onkp'hapa—
completely at the end. The people who form the head of the
circle. 100 lodges and more. From the Grand River to the
Canonball River. Chiefs: Matochiganan. "the Little Bear."
Enemies of the whites; good chief of his band. Independent
spirit, who does not want the assistance of whites, and wishes
that his band get along without them. Kanri nompa. "the Two
Crows." Good towards the whites.
II. The Oglalas are subdivided into three bands.
1. The Onkp'hatinas, "the lodges at the end of the circle."
100 lodges. From the Black Hills to the Platte River. Wanmdiri,
"the Yellowish Eagle."
2. The Ku-Inyan, "he gives the rock." 100 lodges. They
frequent the same country as the preceeding. Shonkanashkiyan, "the Mad Dog."
3. Oyurpe, "those who put down (the burden that they
carry"). 100 lodges. Principally the Black Hills. Skaska oki, "the
White Earrings."
III. The Brûles are subdivided into four principal bands.
1. The Chokatowanyans, the Brûles proper, from the old
name, "those of the middle village," and who have not taken
the name Sicharu. "burned thighs." 90 lodges. Sources of the
19. ñecote is the French Creole word for smallpox (Nicollet, Report, 1843, p.
86). Elsewhere in this manuscript Nicollet uses the term petite vérole.
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White River, and the white buttes [buttes blanches]^^ towards
the sources of the Niobrara.
2. The Wazazi. Name which the Sioux give to the Osage, and
which this band took. There were marriages of Ponças with the
Osages living with the Ponças, and it seems that this Sioux band
had marriages with Ponca-Osage families. 70 lodges. Between
the White River and the Cheyenne. Hesappa, "the Black Horn."
3. The Minishanan, "the little band of the Red Water." 60
lodges. In the sand hills of the Niobrara. Minishanan ishtakpa.
"Le Borgne, of the Red Water." (One-eyed from a ball which
removed the eye.)^'
4. The Kiuksa. "those who divide, who separate." Eraka
nompa. "the Two Flks." Shawanon, chief who had this name
because he shaved his head hke the Shawnees. Chief well known
(still living) for being one of the first to take the interests of the
whites in seriously punishing a savage of his band who had
violently struck a man named Bouvet, a trader, with bis bow. At
least 80 lodges. In the sand hills.
[Divisions of the Assiniboin].
Hohe, the Assiniboins. Comes from Ho. "seine, net for
catching fish"; he, "in place, put in place." The people who
make nets to catch fish. Some go to the mouth of the river to
prevent the fish from escaping, while others descend the river,
closing off the tributaries, and driving the fish before them. It is
the Assiniboins themselves who give that definition. It is the
name of the entire nation, divided into many bands of which
one retains the name Hohe. There are nine bands. Before the
last smallpox they had six to seven thousand lodges. It is
believed that at least 3,000 lodges of them died between the
Yellowstone and the Fort de Prairies?^
20. White Cliffs, on the upper reaches of White River, near the present town of
Crawford, Nebraska (George E. Hyde, Spotted Tail's Folk: A History of the Brule
Sioux [Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1961], p. 18). According to Hyde,
this was -d favorite winter campsite of the Brûles.
21. Francis Parkman seems to have identified Lc Borgne and Red Water as two
different men. By 1846 both of these names were associated with the Oglalas, not
with the Brûles. See E.N. Feltskog, ed.. Parkman: The Oregon Trail (Madison:
University of Wisconsin Press, 1969), pp. 156, 208, passim.
22. Edmonton House, a Hudson Bay Company trading post on the North
Saskatchewan River (John E. Sunder, Joshua Pileher: Fur Trader and Indian Agent
(Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1968], p. 76).
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1. The Watopenans, "the canoeists (canoteurs)" between
the Yellowstone and Devil's Lake.
2. The Wichiyenans or the Hohes, on the north bank of the
Missouri between the White [Earth] River on the same side and
the Yellowstone.
3. The Inhantonwanyans, "the people of the village on the
rocks," in the environs and near the Fort of the Yellowstone, ^^
of which they declare themselves the protector, and the only
band with the Wichiyenans who do not steal horses.
4. Watopar'ndate, "the boats covered with skins," between
the Yellowstone and the Wood Mountain to the north. At three
days' march from the fort, 300 lodges. More than 5 to 6 per
lodge.
5. lya openaka, "those who speak in a sharp manner." On
the Wood Mountain frequenting the Yellowstone, the British at
the Fort de Prairies, and Mouse [Souris] River,
6. Wakpatowan, "those who make a village on the river."
7. Minishnan-atowan, "the village of lone v/ater''; ishnanan,
"lone, that which is lone."
8. Rheatonwan, "the village on the mountain."
9. Tchan rtata, "the soft, tender, fiexible wood," which is
not hard, firm.
[Miscellaneous notes on the Dakota].
The savage soldiers [akichita] in their zeal for duty and the
execution of their assignment go so far as to kill those who
resist their entry. Also, when they are in the service of whites,
especially, before leaving they say Wananriiata Manikta, "I am
going to the dead, the spirits," making allusion that if they kill
for duty, they will be killed in revenge.
Nanri, "shadow of a man, the spirit." To say the spirit of
any object other than mon—ohanzi. Chan ohanzi, "the shadow
of the tree." They identify the shadow of man with his spirit.
They say that the spirit is not seen; the shadow is seen, but it is
nothing; the shadow is like the spirit. Spirits speak to them.
They believe that they see them like shadows, be it in a dream,
or be it in their excitement [when fasting], they go to speak to
it, touch it, they find nothing.
23. A reference to one of the trading posts on the Yellowstone, possibly Fort
Union.
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, the Grand Medicine, the ceremonies.
Wichashtawakan—man of the medicine society, not a
doctor, but a diviner, a juggler.
Wichashta waka wapiya—ihQ medicine man who is a doctor,
practicing medicine in his nation.
Washichon-true correspondent to ''Manida'' [Manitou],
"spirit." They are in the air, in the waters, in the woods, etc.
Miniwancha washichon-*'thQ French on the other side of
the sea."
Miniwancha washichon emancha—''\ am a Frenchman from
the other side of the sea."
Washichon ikcheka-''the vulgar, common, ordinary French
of the country, the Canadians, the Creoles of the Missouri.
The Yanktons still say Washichon rchaka, "pure, direct
Frenchman."
Tukan Shinan, "my grandfather."
Tukan Shinan Unyanpi, "he whom we have for grandfather," the president of the United States.
Miniwancha washichon tukan shinan unyanpi, "our grandfather of France."
They see everything perish on earth except stone. They
believe, therefore, that the oldest object merits their veneration,
having a spirit. They name stone Tukan, "grandfather"; in the
style of their religion, they invoke it to succeed in their enterprises; tby it] they make their oathls].
The ceremony Okshiwinan chekitti is thus called when the
girl is a virgin. But when it is any other woman, not a virgin, it is
called Wiyanka chekitti-^'ths pure woman makes her fire," the
faithful one, who is not an adulteress, etc. For a young male
virgin they say Wim'nanshni chekitti, "he who has not touched
women makes his fire." The form of oath is: Tukan wichawaka,
"grandfather, I speak the truth"; Wichawakeshni kisian rnanki
unikte. "If I do not speak the truth, may I be crippled," etc.
They make this ceremony for a young girl whose virginity
has been accused [and] who wishes to justify herself; a married
woman accused of adultry; a young man accused of having cut
lodges (to get girls], stolen a horse, lor] one having a coup in
war for which another wants to claim merit, etc.
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The herb of perfume, Wachanra, coming from Waehanram'nan, "good odor," (issuing from whatever object).
Institution of the creation of Honkas. or creation of famihes
of distinction.
The ceremony is called Honka odowan, "singing of nobility." The song is De Honka 1,1 Wakan iyankechi Honka. "it is
the noble, there is the noble who sits elevated (higher than the
others)."
While they sing this the dancer who holds the calumet
makes graceful movements imitating the flight of the kiliu, the
noble bird, the eagle, and the court imitates with whistles, the
whistles of this bird. These graceful movements are made with
tenderness, as if to carress. Blow the coolness with the feathers
of the calumet as with a fan. The child who is seated in an
elevated place will be received as Honka. This is the preparatory
ceremony, the first day.
The second day the ceremony begins at daybreak. The
children, who are well dressed, are put in a particular lodge.
They remain undisturbed, innocent of what will happen, like a
sleeping village that does not expect to see the enemy. The
sponsor arrives with his following, spies out the lodge like an
enemy, and comes back to say that those who are inside do not
expect anything, repeating this four times. The order to charge
is given, the war cry follows, they charge, each trying to be the
first to capture the most richly dressed child, whom he carries
away on his shoulders. It is a coup, or strike at the stake, etc.
They carry the children to the continuation of the ceremony.
They dance the calumet, that is to say, chandi hupa kozapi, "he
shakes the calumet," etc.
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